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QUESTION 1

Consider the following excerpt from a dialog flow code where size is a context variable of value list entity type PizzaSize
with values Small, Medium, and Large: 

Which two events will occur when a user starts a new conversation with the sentence "Order a Large Pizza"? 

A. The nlpResultVariable property is not supported by System.List, so no entity extraction will occur. 

B. The Dialog Engine will transition to the PlaceOrder state. 

C. The size variable has no value before getPizzaSize is called, so the user will be prompted to select from the list of
values. 

D. The nlpResultVariable will populate the size value with Large. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Within your digital assistant, you notice that the user input "tell me my balance" immediately initiates the 

Banking skill. However, it does not offer the user the option to consider that the request could be handled 

by the Retail skill, which also offers the ability to check the balance in your retail account. 
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How should you ensure that both the banking and retail skills are considered in this case? 

A. Raise the Candidate Skills Confidence Threshold in the digital assistant. 

B. Lower the Confidence Threshold in the Retail skill. 

C. Lower the Candidate Skills Confidence Threshold in the digital assistant. 

D. Lower the Confidence Threshold in the Banking skill. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

In reviewing a colleague\\'s code, you note the following code in the dialog flow which takes user input and replaces the
words "authorized user" or "auth user" with "AU" before then calling the intent resolution in the dialog flow with the
altered string. "${utterance.value?replace(\\'authorized user|auth user\\', \\'AU\\',\\'r\\')}" 

Why would your colleague have done this? 

A. The sentence is being normalized by replacing different versions of words such that they are aligned with the term
used in the training utterances. 

B. By replacing "Authorized" and "auth", one is able to bypass the usual authentication mechanism, which requires a
user to log on. 

C. "Authorized" and "auth" are reserved words and would fail intent resolution. 

D. The above code has no impact on intent resolution. 

E. The language tag is being changed to Australian (AU) to better match the language of the training utterances. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true regarding local web application invocation using the system.webview component? 

A. Local webviews require a Node.js environment and must have a package, json file in their root folder. 

B. An SPA application can issue an Ajax post command to the callback URL that has been passed with the web
application launch 

C. system.webview components can only be used with web channels. 

D. Local webviews require SPA applications to have an index.html file in their root folder. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 5

What is the error message `\\'Your session appears to be in an infinite loop\\'\\' usually caused by? 

A. a missing keepTurn = true entry in the dialog flow 

B. a component in a dialog flow state that references a variable that has a value set while the dialog flow state continues
to transition 

C. a problem with the Digital Assistant tenant 

D. a problem with a custom component that is referenced in your dialog flow 

Correct Answer: C 
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